A refreshing solution for your classroom

KS3 MASTERING MATHEMATICS
Enable sustained progress at Key Stage 3, in
preparation for GCSE, by delivering outstanding
lessons that build fluency, problem-solving and
mathematical reasoning skills.

Find out inside
Curriculum changes
What Mastering Mathematics provides at KS3
Why Mastering Mathematics is better

www.hoddereducation.co.uk

KS3 Maths curriculum 2014
More emphasis on Fluency, Mathematical Reasoning and Problem Solving
Need to understand concepts, make connections and develop real
problem-solving skills
Faster progress and better transferability of skills is expected
No more levels: schools are expected to develop their own curriculum and
their own progression routes
Some change to content

Mastering Mathematics
Student Books

To fully support the new curriculum we are offering:

Mastering Mathematics
Teaching and Learning
Resources

and Whiteboard eTextbooks
POWERED BY DYNAMIC LEARNING

POWERED BY DYNAMIC LEARNING

The online resources provide the foundation of Mastering
Maths, with focus on building, practicing, applying and reviewing skills.
These resources:
Support you in delivering any scheme of work by providing a complete set of
resources organised to deliver progression

These resources are split into topics and organised into unique progression strands in
line with Mastering Mathematics Teaching and Learning Resources.

Help students build, apply and review their understanding by using resources that
each have a clear purpose

They:

Provide you with lesson-ready resources to enable quick and easy planning and
effective delivery in the classroom, with homework that can be automatically marked
Enable you to deliver the key aims of the new curriculum
Comprise some of the best-loved SMILE activities, offers integrated links to the best
free resources available and include links to MyMaths
Regular updates on news, research and developments in mathematics education
through additional resources and updates
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Enable students to identify the appropriate remediation or extension steps
they need to progress, through easy-to-follow progression charts
Provide clear explanations of the tools needed for the chapter followed by
questions that develop fluency, reasoning and problem-solving to ensure
transferability of skills
Show the band of difficulty for each chapter and make links with other areas
of maths throughout the books so students know how they are doing and
what they need to learn next
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Progression within
Mastering Mathematics

Mastering Mathematics provides flexible online and print teaching and
learning resources. The service focuses on strands of learning within the
curriculum to improve progression throughout Secondary Mathematics.
Mastering Mathematics is split into banded topics and includes
thousands of questions and activities each with a clear purpose to enable
sustained progress throughout Key Stage 3 in preparation for GCSE. The
resources will help you to deliver outstanding lessons that build fluency,
problem-solving and mathematical reasoning skills.

Develop conceptual
understanding from situations
students can relate to

Clear progression
strands make it easy
to identify remediation
work and next steps
Groups of questions
that provide progression
within the unit

Different questions
available for both
written and online
assessment and review
When the class is
ready the next step
can be revealed

Bands are used
so students can
identify the relative
difficulty of units
across the strands
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Fluency within
Mastering Mathematics
Develop understanding
through ready-to-use
whole-class teaching
resources

To have conceptual understanding and be
able to recall and apply their knowledge
rapidly and accurately

Students can refer to the
examples in the text when
they need them

Supported by questions
that provide extra
scaffolding when needed

Plenty of questions that
develop fluency

A toolbox is developed
that is available
electronically for use
in the classroom
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Banks of
examples
ready for use
on the IWB
include space
to share ideas

Worked solutions
are available
when you need
them
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Reasoning within
Mastering Mathematics

To follow a line of enquiry, assuming
relationships and generalisations, and
developing an argument, justification or proof
using mathematical language

Develop understanding
and reasoning with
ready-to-use teaching
resources
A toolbox and ‘things to
remember’ boxes remind
students of the methods
they can use

Teachers can use pre-built
opinions to prompt discussion
and reasoning and to address
misconceptions
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Questions that develop
reasoning are clearly labelled
throughout the exercises

Opportunities for
students to choose
knowledge and
skills to solve
wider problems
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Problem solving within
Mastering Mathematics

Students are
encouraged to solve
problems as they learn

Breaking down problems into a series of
simpler steps and persevering in seeking
solutions to a variety of routine and
non-routine problems

Questions
that develop
problem solving
are clearly
labelled

You can use extra
problem solving activities
when you need them for
your classroom

Some questions allow
students to apply their skills
to unstructured problems

A bank of questions
that allow students
to combine skills
and transfer them to
other subjects and
real-life contexts
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Real uses of maths outside
the classroom show
students problems that
maths can solve
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KS3 MASTERING MATHEMATICS
Helps progression from primary to GCSE with plenty of questions on each topic
for all abilities
Provides ready-built Schemes of Work if needed, for students of all different abilities
to help you plan
Includes automatically marked online assessments for every topic
Delivers a complete service, with regular updates and links to MyMaths and the
best free resources online
Equips you for easy and effective planning with lesson-ready resources
Mastering Mathematics has been created by a team of authors with many years
teaching experience.
Their diverse expertise, experiences and strengths have been used to provide a
refreshing new resource that builds understanding and aids progression.
The team consists of :
Current teachers
GCSE Examiners and Markers
LA Advisors
Independent Mathematics Advisors
SLEs and ASTs
Experienced authors
Led by Roger Porkess, an experienced author, series editor and chief examiner.
He has also written many reports on the mathematics curriculum.
Dynamic Learning: Create outstanding lessons
The online subscription service that helps make teaching
and learning easier. Dynamic Learning provides unique tools and content for:
Front-of-class teaching
Streamlining planning and sharing lessons
Focused and flexible assessment preparation
Independent, flexible student study

You can use the order form inside to sign up for a free
inspection/eInspection copies and free trials of Dynamic
Learning resources, or sign up via our website
For samples chapters and free online resources just visit
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/masteringmaths
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